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MACROECONOMICS - CLUTCH
CH. 18 - THE MONETARY SYSTEM
CONCEPT: THE FUNCTIONS OF MONEY; THE KINDS OF MONEY
● Money is a set of assets that people are generally willing to accept in exchange for goods and services

□ Money is useful because it eliminate the need for the “double coincidence of ___________”
A barter economy only trades goods for other goods  _______________
Brick Master is a builder who would like
to trade his extra clay for lumber

Sir Lumber is a carpenter who would
like to trade his extra lumber for wheat

Admiral Wheat is a farmer who would
like to trade his extra wheat for lumber

It is difficult to get what you want without the use of money!
● The functions of money:

□ Medium of Exchange – an item used for trading goods rather than for its _______________
> US Dollars are not consumed by anyone, rather just used to trade for goods and services

□ Unit of Account – the measure used to ______________ and make calculations
> Money allows for one set price set, for example, in US Dollars (one lumber = $5)
> Without money, one lumber could be worth, for example, two wheat or three bricks or one sheep

□ Store of Value – ability to __________ purchasing power over time
> You may trade your goods and services now, save the money, and use it later for goods and services
> Standard of Deferred Payment – allows for trading of goods ________________
- Allows for borrowing and lending

□ Some assets hold wealth (such as stocks, bonds, real estate), but are not money
> Liquidity – how easily an asset can be converted into cash
● The kinds of money:

□ Fiat Money – Only has value because we say it has value (government-mandated currency)
> US Dollars have no value outside of their use as money

□ Commodity Money – Has value in other uses, but is also used as money
> Gold has been a medium of exchange for millennia, but has other uses than money
- Jewelry
- Electronics
- Gold Teeth
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CONCEPT: DEFINITIONS OF THE MONEY SUPPLY – M1 AND M2
● We have to draw a line on what will be considered “money” based on our previous definitions

□ Money Supply – the amount of money available for spending on goods and services
□ M1 is the ____________ definition of the money supply
> Currency in circulation – cash held by the public
> Checking account deposits – readily available checking account balances held at banks
> Minimal Contribution from traveler’s checks

□ M2 is the ____________ definition of the money supply
> M2 = M1 + ______________
- Savings Accounts and Money-Market Accounts
- Certificate of Deposit accounts (CDs) under $100,000
- Money-Market Mutual Fund deposits
- Other small categories
> M2 is approximately ________ times larger than M1
December 2013

July 2015
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CONCEPT: REQUIRED RESERVES AND THE DEPOSIT MULTIPLIER
● The definition of M1 includes currency in circulation and checking account deposits in the money supply

□ Reserves – deposits that banks have received but not _____________
□ Reserve Ratio – the amount of deposits that banks have to keep in cash
> Generally, banks only keep a fraction of their deposits in cash
Clutchtopia originally has no banks and the total amount of
currency in circulation is equal to $1,000

Money Supply = ___________________

Money Supply = ___________________

First Bank of Clutch opens and the Clutchtopians are so
excited that they deposit all $1,000 in the bank.

100-percent-reserve banking – a system where all deposits are held as reserves (Reserve Ratio = ________)
Fractional-reserve banking – a system where banks only hold a fraction of deposits as reserves (Reserve ratio _______)
Required Reserves – reserves that a bank is legally required to hold (based on mandated reserve ratio)
Excess Reserves – reserves held over the legal requirement

Money Supply = ___________________

The government in Clutchtopia mandates that banks must
hold 10% of deposits in reserves. First Bank of Clutch
decides to loan all excess reserves to Johnny Clutch.
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Johnny Clutch buys his dream car, a 1971 Ford Pinto, from
Fast Eddie. Fast Eddie deposits the money at Second Bank
of Clutch in his checking account. Second Bank of Clutch
loans out their excess reserves.

Money Supply = ___________________

Money Supply = ___________________

Third Bank of Clutch receives a deposit from the Second
Bank of Clutch loans.

● Money Multiplier – the amount of money the banking system generates for each dollar of ________________
Bank
Initial Deposit at First Bank of Clutch

Increase in Checking Account Deposits

Second Bank of Clutch
Third Bank of Clutch
Fourth Bank of Clutch
…
Total Change in Deposits

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 =

1
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑠
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CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE
● The Federal Reserve (the Fed) is the _____________ bank of the United States

□ The Federal Reserve was created in __________ after a series of banking failures
> Bank Run – when many depositors simultaneously decide to ______________
> Bank Panic – when many banks simultaneously experience bank runs

□ The organization of the Fed:
> Board of Governors - _______ members appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate
- Governors serve _______ year terms
- The Board is the central authority of the Fed
> Chairperson of the Board is the leader of the Board of Governors
- Chairperson serves ______ year term (and may be re-appointed as chairperson by President)
- As of filming, the chairperson of the board was _____________________
NOTE: A new chairperson was to be assigned soon, double check with your professor!
> Federal Reserve Banks - _______ regional banks located in major cities around the country
- Each Federal Reserve Bank has its own board of directors and president
> Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) – makes decisions to increase or decrease the ____________
- Composed of the Board of Governors (all members) and ______ of the regional bank presidents
- FOMC meets approximately every six weeks in Washington D.C. to discuss monetary policy

□ The role of the Fed:
> Regulating banks and ensure the health of the banking system
- Carried out mainly by the regional Federal Reserve Banks
- The Fed is considered the lender of last resort
- Discount Loans – loans made by the Fed to banks
- Discount Rate – interest rate on discount loans from the Fed to banks
- Federal Funds Rate – the interest rate banks give to other banks on overnight loans
> Controlling the quantity of money available in the economy (money supply) through monetary policy
- Carried out by the FOMC with open market operations, discount policy, and reserve requirements
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CONCEPT: FEDERAL RESERVE AND THE MONEY SUPPLY
● The Federal Reserve (the Fed) ___________ the money supply in the United States using ___________________

□ Discount Policy: setting the discount rate (rate at which ____________ borrow from _____________)
- Higher discount rate

 ________________  _________________

- Lower discount rate

 ________________  _________________

□ Reserve Requirements: setting the reserve ratio (amount of reserves banks must hold on ________________)
- Higher reserve ratio

 ________________  _________________

- Lower reserve ratio

 ________________  _________________

Checkable Deposits = $100M Reserve Ratio = 10%

Checkable Deposits = $100M Reserve Ratio = 8%

□ Open Market Operations: buying and selling _________________ securities to the “public” (i.e. ___________)
- The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) handles open market operations
> Most control over money supply because they can set the volume of purchases/sales
> Easily reversible if the Fed believes previous open market operations failed
> Quickly executed
- Buying US securities  ________________  _________________
- Selling US securities  ________________  _________________
Key Idea: When studying monetary policy, think like this:
The Fed = _________________
The Public = _________________
Money Supply = money in the hands of _________________
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CONCEPT: HISTORY OF THE US BANKING SYSTEM
● The US Banking system has evolved over time, generally in response to financial crises

□ Prior to 1864: Banks printed their own notes, no uniform currency and virtually no regulation
□ 1864 – 1913: Federally regulated national banks, uniform currency, but no central bank
> Money supply was not responsive to local fluctuations
> Rumors of insufficient currency would lead to panics and bank runs
> Bank panics (running out of money) and financial crises occurred once or twice per decade

□ Panic of 1907: Trusts managed deposits from wealthy clients (i.e. inheritances and estates)
> Trusts are supposed to maintain the wealth through low-risk investments
> Trusts were less regulated, lower reserve requirements, thus lower cash reserves
> Economic boom caused trusts to begin speculating in real estate and stocks (i.e. not low-risk investment)
> Trusts began to suffer massive losses in their speculative investments, leading to panics in their investors
> Bank panics occurred, credit markets froze, stock market crashed
> New York’s wealthiest man, JP Morgan, stepped in and stopped the panic, loaning reserves to banks

□ 1913: Creation of the _________________________
□ Great Depression: plunging commodity prices (i.e. agricultural markets) led to bank runs in 1930, 1931, and 1933
> Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 created FDIC, which insured bank deposits
- If a bank fails, you’re deposits will be reimbursed by the government (up to a certain amount)
> Glass-Steagall Act separated banks into two categories:
- Commercial Banks – depository banks that accept deposits and are FDIC-insured
- Investment Banks – create and trade financial assets, such as stocks and bonds, not insured

□ Savings and Loan Crisis of 1980s: S&L banks took riskier investments leading to insolvency
> Savings and Loan Bank – depository bank specialized in issuing home loans
> High inflation during the 1970s led depositors to remove funds from S&L banks
- Rather invest in higher interest money market accounts
> To remain competitive, Congress eased regulation on S&L investments
> S&Ls were plagued with riskier real estate lending decisions and corruption from executives
> S&Ls failed, FDIC insurance caused government to foot the bill (approximately $124 billion)
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CONCEPT: FINANCIAL CRISIS OF 2007-2009
● The financial crisis of 2007-2009 was caused by risky home lending and a crash of the real estate market

□ Two types of banks:
> Commercial Banks – depository banks that accept deposits and are FDIC-insured
> Investment Banks – create and trade financial assets, such as stocks and bonds, not insured

□ Traditional home loan  Bank loans money to homebuyer, bank collects money with interest over time
> Securitization – creating a secondary market purchased in a financial market
> Groups of home loans were bundled together and sold as a security
- Investors bought shares in a mortgage-backed security
- When the homeowners made a payment on their mortgage, the securities saw a return
- MBS became very popular because they showed higher returns than other investments
- However, MBS securities only did well because homeowners were making their payments…

□ The real estate market was booming in the early 2000s
> Sub-prime mortgage loans – high-interest rate loans to riskier home buyers
- These loans also required little down payment, so “Why Not?!”
- These loans were bundled with lower-risk loans in MBS to make the investments “seem safe”
- However, when the risky loans began to default, the entire MBS suffered…

□ The biggest holders of MBS were large investment banks trying to show big profits to their investors
> Shadow Banking System – unregulated financial activities that also loosen credit in the financial system
> As housing prices fell, homeowners learned that their mortgage was higher than the value of home
- With little incentive to make payments, many mortgages defaulted
- As mortgages defaulted, MBS failed
- Investment banks suffered huge losses from the failure of MBS

□ Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) - $700 billion dollar “bailout” of emergency loans to investment banks
> By saving the investment banks (and other large corporations), a “domino effect” was considered avoided
- These institutions were considered “too big to fail”
- Moral hazard – tendency to take riskier positions because of insurance
- TARP was essentially government-provided insurance to banks that never paid the premiums
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